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2. Purpose.  This ECB provides updated guidance on management controls for projects or 
programs designated by Major Subordinate Commands (MSC) and regularly reported to 
HQUSACE as “Mega Projects” or “Mega Programs” and replaces ECB 2016-16 previously 
issued on 26 May 2016.  The revisions laid out below support integrated accountability and 
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follow-through at all levels within USACE from the District through the MSC’s Senior Project 
Executive (SPE), as well as the Directors of Civil Works (DCW) and Military Programs (DMP). 

3. Applicability.  Through many years of Mega Project implementation, observations of project 
delivery indicate that the application of Mega Project tenets continue to be beneficial to the 
variety of projects delivered by USACE. As such, the performance standards established in this 
document are applicable to all designated Mega Projects and Programs but must be appropriately 
tailored and scaled for each mission at the discretion of the SPE. 

4. Mega Project / Program Designation   

a. USACE MSCs will designate projects and programs within their area of responsibility as 
“Mega” on an annual basis via memorandum to the HQUSACE DCW, DMP and Chief, 
Engineering and Construction with a copy furnished to other HQUSACE Senior Executives that 
have a vested interest in the project.  This notification for the upcoming fiscal year is to take 
place during the fourth quarter of each fiscal year. This will allow for scheduling of Design and 
Construction Evaluations (DCE) during the following fiscal year. Enclosure 1 lists the typical 
attributes of a Mega Project and is the basis for selection; however these attributes are not firm 
requirements for Mega Project or Program designation, as final selection is at the MSC’s 
discretion. Enclosure 2 is provided to assist MSCs with quantifying project complexity 
associated with typical attributes when assigning “Mega” designation.  Projects may also be 
added or removed (as completed, terminated, or deferred) from an MSC’s list at any point during 
the fiscal year via a formal memorandum to the parties noted above. 

b. To ensure consistency in the application and improvement of required management 
controls across both the Civil Works and Military Programs Directorates, the HQUSACE 
Engineering and Construction Division (CECW-EC) is responsible for leading the Mega Project 
initiative and will partner with other HQUSACE elements as outlined in this document, with 
primary support coming from each Directorate’s Programs Integration Division. 

5. Required Management Controls  

a. Enclosure 3 lists the required management controls or “tenets” for Mega Projects and the 
desired end state for each tenet.  MSCs are required to implement these management controls for 
projects and programs that they have designated as a “Mega.” 

b. As noted within Enclosure 3, the tenets of Mega Projects are intended to be scalable for 
efficient application based on specific program or project needs. However, tenets may not be 
excluded from delivery practices. Each MSC is expected to provide direction and guidance to 
subordinate District Project Delivery Teams (PDT) on the approach to applying these tenets. 
Each Program or Project Management Plan will document the application of Mega tenets. 

6. Semi-Annual Updates.  A common challenge faced is achieving consistent communication 
of “project health” through vertical teams while also meeting the requests of project stakeholders 
for information or data. While HQUSACE is currently reviewing many possible updates to 
enterprise information systems, we will continue to engage with MSCs on a Semi-Annual basis 
to discuss the delivery and performance baselines of their Mega Projects. HQUSACE will 
schedule Semi-Annual briefings between MSCs and HQUSACE to discuss all the MSC’s Mega 
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Projects and utilize Microsoft Teams as a collaborative workspace. Specific requirements for 
these updates are included in the Semi-Annual Update tenet within Enclosure 3, and Enclosure 4 
is included as a template for the project briefings.  This template applies during all phases in the 
life cycle of a Mega Project, and it is expected that presentation material and metrics will evolve 
through project delivery, similar to the scalability of the tenets themselves.  MSCs have the 
option of using other formats for briefing Semi-Annual Updates as long as all salient 
information in this ECB’s template is communicated.   

7. Mega Project Design and Construction Evaluations (Mega DCE).  Mega DCEs will be 
scheduled by MSCs in collaboration with HQUSACE, Engineering & Construction Division, 
through coordination with other HQUSACE offices and the other MSCs.  The Mega DCE team 
is normally led by a HQUSACE Senior Construction Manager or MSC Senior Engineering & 
Construction representative who is supported by various USACE subject matter experts, 
including, but not limited to, Engineering, Program and Project Management, Operations, 
Contracting, Safety, etc.  All designated programs and projects are subject to a DCE each year.  
The scope of Mega DCEs will be tailored for each visit but will typically include review of all 
facets of project delivery (e.g. Technical, Project Management, Fiscal and Schedule Controls, 
Design and Construction Management, Safety, etc.) including review of policy implementation 
and specific processes.   

8. Update.  All new requirements will be included in the next appropriate policy document 
update.  

9. Points of Contact.  HQUSACE point of contact for this ECB is Mr. Kenny Simmons, 
CECW-EC (202) 761-7234. 

 
 
 
      //S// 
 PETE G. PEREZ, P.E., SES 
 Chief, Engineering and Construction 
 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
 
 
 
 
Encl. 
Enclosure 1 – Typical Attributes of a Mega Project / Program 
Enclosure 2 – Project Complexity Matrix 
Enclosure 3 – Required Management Controls 
Enclosure 4 – Semi-Annual Update Template 
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ENCLOSURE 1: Typical Attributes of a Mega Project / Program 
 

1. Cost and Duration.  The cost of the project or program is a key attribute of a Mega Project.  
Large dollar value projects and programs (in excess of $250M) generally represent more risk in 
achieving project objectives.  Performance periods for Mega Projects are generally longer, and 
may include post-occupancy maintenance and operations, indicating more performance risk.  
While these guidelines are flexible, and can be applied to smaller/shorter projects, the additional 
costs of implementing Mega Project Management Controls may be significant, and often 
unaffordable for small/short duration projects. 

2. Uniqueness.  First or one-of-a-kind projects or programs involving unique and highly 
complex systems, processes, and technical challenges may be characteristic of Mega Projects. 
These situations may need additional attention from management the first time USACE works 
with a new stakeholder.  Unique project challenges and complexities may present an overarching 
risk that requires the application of Mega Project tenets through project delivery.  

3. Procurement Method.  The contract type, solicitation, evaluation, and compensation 
methods allocate risk between the contracting parties.  The spectrum ranges from simple, design-
bid-build, firm-fixed-price (FFP) construction contracts to incentive-based, best value or 
qualifications-based design, Design-Build, and operations and maintenance contracts.  
Acquisitions with higher complexity and pricing flexibility are characteristic of Mega Projects. 

4. National Significance.  Projects or programs of national or international significance are 
characteristic of Mega Projects.  Examples are projects constructed under the Dam Safety 
Modification Program, new lock construction or for the Department of Defense in foreign 
countries. 

5. Critical Nature of Completion Date and/or Funding Constraints.  Projects or programs 
with completion dates established in law or treaty; tight or incremental funding requirements; use 
of a continuing contracts clause, and/or other requirements which dictate close control and 
projection of ultimate cost and completion, may be a characteristic of Mega Projects.     

6. Coordination of Multiple Prime Contractors.  Projects or programs that require USACE 
coordination of multiple prime construction contractors conducting significant construction 
operations concurrently on a project site may be characteristic of Mega Projects.   

7. Coordination of Multiple Design Agents and Stakeholders.  Projects or programs 
requiring the coordination of multiple design agents, multiple USACE Districts and Centers, or 
multiple Federal agencies, may be characteristic of Mega Projects.   

8. Overlapping or Dependent Project Phases.  Projects where authorization, funds, or 
physical constraints determine the pace of execution may be characteristic of Mega Projects. 
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ENCLOSURE 2: Project Complexity Matrix 
 
An editable version of the Project Complexity Matrix is attached to this published ECB. 
 

 
 

  

Traditional Project              
Total  Score ~ Under 25

Moderately Complex Project  
Total  Score 25 - 50

Highly Complex Project             
Total  Score 51 - 75

Highly Complex Program /       
MegaProject                          

Total  Score Over 76

Project  
Complexi ty 

Score
64

Rating Scale 1 2 3 4

Attribute Rating                       
Please RATE 

each dimension 
(1, 2, 3, or 4)

Weight

If your Project Complexity Score 
is Above 50, your project may 

requirement management IAW 
ECB for Mega Projects.

Project Cost <$100M $100M - $299M $300M - $500M > $500M 4 1 4

Funding

Reimbursable, authorized and 
appropriated funding, fully funded, 
one type of funds, one customer 
providing funds

Cost-shared, authorized and 
appropriated funding, not fully funded, 
one or more type of funds, one or more 
customers providing funds

Cost-shared, reimbursable, 
questionable authorization and 
appropriated funding, incrementally 
funded, several types of funds, several 
customers providing funds

Cost-shared, reimbursable, program 
reauthorization and appropriated 
funding, incrementally funded, 
several types of funds, several 
customers providing funds, 
escalating costs

2 4 8

Project/Phase 
Duration

1 - 2 years 2 - 3 years 3 - 5 years Multi-year (>5 years) 4 4 16

Team Composition 
and Past 

PM: Competent and experienced;        
Team: Internal, team has history;   
Team Performance: Good;   
Contracts:  Straightforward; FFP 
External /Contractor 
Performance:  Good

PM: Competent, little or no experienced;              
Team: Internal & regional, team has 
history;                                                  
Team Performance: Good performance 
on project delivery;                                
Contracts:  Straightforward; FFP 
External /Contractor Performance:  
Good

PM: Competent, little or no 
experience with complex projects; 
Team: Internal & regional, little or no 
team history; Performance: Good 
performance on project delivery;                              
Contracts:  Complex; FFP, DB, and 
other types of construction contracts 
with greater risk to government. 
External /Contractor 

     
   

PM: Competent, little or no 
experience with mega projects; must 
evaluate experience.                                    
Team: complex team structure of 
varying competencies and 
performance records (e.g. in-house, 
contractor, virtual, outsourced, etc)                             
Team Performance: Unknown, 
team has never worked together on 
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ENCLOSURE 3: Required Management Controls 
 
The tenets of Mega Project management are intended to be flexible and tailored to accommodate 
the type, size, and focus of projects and programs. However, tailored must not be interpreted to 
allow exclusion of a tenet from project delivery. For districts that have multiple Mega Projects, it 
may make sense to aggregate information and manage them collectively.  Detailed discussion of 
each tenet shall be included in a Comprehensive Project Management Plan (PMP) or Program 
Management Plan (PgMP) consistent with reference 1.c..   
 
1. Establish a Disciplined and Focused Governance Structure. The desired end state of this 
tenet is to ensure effective communication both vertically and horizontally with necessary 
parties, resource providers and project executives within the Government and our Contractor 
partners.  

a. A three-tiered governance structure will be established for Mega Projects in order to 
achieve needed accountability, visibility, understanding, and timely decision-making to assure 
effective communication and issue resolution at appropriate levels.  The Construction Industry 
Institute (CII) defines project culture as “the degree to which (1) project leadership is defined, 
effective, and accountable; (2) communication within the team and with stakeholders is open and 
effective; and (3) the team fosters trust, honesty, and shared values.” 

(1) The Senior Executive Board (SEB) is composed of senior leaders from all 
stakeholders.  The typical members are the MSC Senior Project Executive’s (SPE) staff; project 
sponsors and DoD commands; and corporate level officers from the Designer(s) of Record 
(DOR) and Construction Contractor(s).  HQUSACE Senior Leaders, National Program Manager, 
and Engineering and Construction senior staff must be included as advisors to the SEB, and 
aware of all critical activities addressed by the SEB.  The SEB shall be chaired by the SPE.  The 
PgMP/PMP will also outline how parity will be achieved between stakeholder agencies (for 
example: who will represent USACE in the event that the stakeholder is represented by a 2- or 3-
star Officer).  The PgMP/PMP will also describe how the Mega Projects reporting and briefing 
processes will synch with other project and program level approaches such as Senior Executive 
Review Group (SERG) and Senior Advisory Group (SAG) in Military Programs; Civil Works 
Review Board and Change Control Board; DMRs, and CMRs, etc. The recommended battle 
rhythm for SEB meetings is at least semi-annually, to align with the Semi-Annual Update tenet 
below.   

(2) The Executive Leadership Team (ELT) is composed of the USACE District senior 
leaders (i.e. Corporate Board); project sponsors and proponents; and the DOR and Construction 
Contractor’s regional representatives.  This team is responsible and accountable to make 
decisions and apply resources to solve problems that rise above the typical day-to-day 
management of the project.  The ELT shall be chaired by the District Commander, the Deputy 
District Engineer for Programs and Project Management (DPM), or the Chief of Engineering 
and/or Construction. The assignment of the chair to a District position may change throughout 
the life cycle of a Mega Project. As a best practice, the Chair should attend all SEB meetings. 
The recommended battle rhythm for ELT meetings is monthly, to align with traditional district 
Project Review Boards (PRB). 
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(3) The Project Leadership Team(s) (PLT) are the working level teams assigned to each 
major phase of the project.  A typical USACE project may have a single team focused on 
delivery, but Mega Projects are likely to have multiple (sometimes temporary) teams focused on 
a technical discipline, significant issues, or specific goals. The PLT level is where the typical 
day-to-day management of engineering and/or construction efforts are performed and includes 
the Project Manager(s), Technical Lead(s), and Area/Resident Engineer(s). As a best practice, 
the senior Program/Project manager should be the conduit between the PLTs and the ELT by 
attending ELT meetings. 

b. This three-tiered governance structure for Mega Projects will be incorporated in PgMPs 
and PMPs and recognized and supported by the entire vertical team for the Mega Project.  The 
governance structure may be adjusted to accommodate differences in programs, command 
structures and funding between Civil Works, Military, and International and Interagency 
Services (IIS) Programs, etc.  Additional elements may be added where other stakeholder and 
USACE elements are involved.  These other elements may include Mandatory Centers of 
Expertise (MCX), Technical Centers of Expertise (TCX), or Centers of Standardization (COS), 
the Institute for Water Resources (IWR), the Risk Management Center (RMC), the Huntsville 
Center (HNC), and other Design and Production Centers.  While the Senior Project Executive is 
ultimately responsible for the structure and grade level of the organization, care should be 
exercised to prevent short-circuiting or denigration of the traditional functional, command, and 
administrative processes in the executing District and MSC. PDTs must find efficiencies 
reporting through vertical chains while maintaining compactness such that timely decisions are 
rendered when necessary. 

c. Many USACE PDTs have been operating a “fourth” tier of governance in response to 2-
3-4 star command requests, relationships with host nations, or as a component project to a larger 
national program. While this may be requested for communication of project status to higher 
headquarters, PDTs must avoid this additional level becoming a part of decision making except 
in extremely rare circumstances. 

2. Facilitated Partnering.  Mega Project PDTs will develop project specific documents that 
align with the Construction Project Partnering Playbook (reference 1.d.) to the maximum extent 
practicable. All Mega Projects will execute Levels 4 or 5 of the “Partnering Intensity Assessment 
Worksheet,” and Mega Programs will execute Level 5. At a minimum, Mega Project PDTs will 
have the following documents regularly updated for their specific project:  

a. Facilitator Reports from Partnering Workshops; 

b. Project Charter 

c. Dispute Resolution Matrices; 

d. Team Partnering Assessment, and; 

e. Collective Performance Goals 

3. Evaluations.  Mega Project Design & Construction Evaluations (Mega DCE) are an essential 
element in Quality and Project Management aspects of Mega Project delivery and will be tracked 
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and coordinated by HQUSACE Engineering and Construction Division. While ER 415-1-13 
provides a baseline for DCEs, a successful Mega Project visit will be a blend of advice and 
assistance from SMEs with independent review of project delivery, and an opportunity for the 
executing PDT to share best practices and lessons learned across all facets of mission execution. 

a. Each Mega Project will have a DCE conducted every year, at minimum. These DCEs will 
be led by the MSC or HQUSACE with support from subject matter experts. If HQUSACE 
executes a DCE, HQUSACE E&C will coordinate involvement from other HQ elements (CW 
RIT, Operations, PIDs, a PMO, etc.). When an MSC executes a DCE, the MSC Chief of 
Engineering and Construction will coordinate and execute the evaluation, and also invite 
HQUSACE representatives to be involved. 

b. Mega DCE teams will be multi-disciplined and will evaluate project management, 
procurement, engineering, and construction processes for compliance with USACE policy and its 
effectiveness in achieving desired project outcomes.  Mega DCEs are appropriate during all 
phases of delivery to include planning, design, and construction. 

c. Mega DCEs are scalable and may be tailored to focus on specific areas of concern that 
have been identified by the MSC or HQUSACE. Some visits may be combined into program 
level reviews and/or conducted virtually, depending on level of project activity.  Mega DCEs are 
intended to provide MSC and District staff with a second perspective for critical project 
decisions, and ensure that USACE products and services are technically excellent, on schedule, 
and within budget.  Mega DCEs should be scheduled in advance of critical project milestones, 
such as: 

(1) At least three months in advance of any significant design milestones; 

(2) At least six months in advance of any significant contract solicitation; 

(3) During the formative stages of any reprogramming actions, and; 

(4) At least annually after award of any major construction contract, until substantial 
completion is achieved. 

d. Upon completion of a Mega DCE, the Mega DCE Team (Team) provides an out brief to 
PDT, including representation from USACE at each of the tiered governance levels.  The out 
brief will include a current summary of findings, initial recommendations, and a schedule for 
completing any follow-up work and issuing the final report.  The following activities typically 
take place after the completion of a Mega DCE: 

(1) The Team will coordinate with the district and MSC on remaining items to be 
discussed before issuance of the written Mega DCE report.  Drafts of the report will be shared 
with the district’s PDT for review and comment before final issuance. 

(2) The report is signed by the Team Leader and distributed to appropriate HQ, MSC and 
District Chiefs of key functional areas. 

e. Following the report distribution, the PDT will provide an update on the Team’s 
recommendations at the next semi-annual Update to HQUSACE. As noted in the required 
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content for semi-annual Updates, the MSC will track completion of all open actions in the semi-
annual Updates and IPRs. 

4. Senior Project Executive (SPE) Accountability.  The MSC’s SPE will be assigned by the 
MSC Commander. The SPE is accountable to the DCW or DMP for project or program success.  
The SPE will provide guidance and mentoring to the PDT.  The PDT will be accountable to the 
SPE.  The SPE will establish a schedule for receiving formal IPRs from ELT and PLT team 
members.  These IPRs serve as both information and decision-making sessions between the SPE 
and other members of the vertical team in advance SEB meetings and eventual execution of 
required semi-annual Updates to HQUSACE as described in the semi-annual Update tenet 
below. 

5. Semi-Annual Updates and In Progress Reviews (IPR) 

a. HQUSACE and the MSC’s SPE will coordinate to ensure that each MSC provides a 
semi-annual Update briefing on all their designated Mega Projects to the DCW and/or DMP. 
While the content of semi-annual Updates is expected to include information specific to the 
Mega Project or Program, the update must include the following standard information at a 
minimum: 

(1) A graphical depiction of the project baseline, including current status and estimates of 
cost and dates for completion as depicted in attached template.   

(2) Cost estimate including authorized (or approved) project cost, current total project 
cost & certification date, design maturity, and risks. 

(3) Financial data including funds received to date, the status of funds obligated and 
expended to date, and anticipated increases in cost.  Program specific data elements and 
processes (e.g. the Military Programs Current Working Estimate (CWE) “Rainbow Sheet,” or 
Civil Works J-Sheets) should be referenced and used for these reports.   

(4) Project specific metrics (tabular and/or graphical), analysis and trends.  The SPE shall 
establish appropriate project metrics where there are not standard USACE metrics for a given 
focus area.  Metrics should be quantified and traceable to a USACE database (e.g. P2, RMS, 
etc.). The “notes” section of Enclosure 4 includes examples for consideration. Through the life of 
a project USACE may be directed by higher commands to track other metrics. 

(5) Analyses of trends for cost and schedule performance, quality, and safety, including 
corrective actions. 

(6) A listing of program, project and technical decisions recently made or upcoming that 
have significant impact on program or project delivery. 

(7) A summary level update report on any outstanding issues identified by Mega DCEs. 

(8) A narrative discussing the top risks to program or project delivery, including planned 
or executed mitigation strategies. Once a construction contract has been awarded, key risks from 
a Joint Risk Register should also be included. 
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(9) A narrative or graphic summarizing the results of the most recent Team Partnering 
Assessment (TPA). 

(10) If the report is for a Mega Program (covering multiple Mega Projects), the above 
listed items should be rolled up at the program level. 

b. The appropriate Director and may request updates to be included at Directorate 
Management Review (DMR) meetings.  

c. When a Mega Project briefing is held for a Director, it will be attended at a minimum by 
HQUSACE Engineering and Construction Division, and PID representatives. 

d. A PowerPoint template has been included with this ECB as Enclosure 4. The native file 
can be downloaded from the attachments to this file. 

6. Comprehensive Program and Project Management Plans (PgMP / PMP) 

a. These documents for Mega Projects must address implementation of all Mega Project 
tenets listed herein in addition to required components of all USACE PMPs.  Special emphasis 
will be placed on well-reasoned and thorough Quality Management Plans, Change Management 
Plans, Risk Management Plans, and Staffing Plans.  A formal Risk Register and Cost and 
Schedule Risk Analysis compliant with reference 1.k. must be provided and maintained 
throughout the life of a Mega Project.  USACE PDTs will include specific processes for 
compliance with any formal stakeholder agreements in appropriate PgMP/PMP sections. 
PgMP/PMPs must be reviewed annually by the original signatories or their successors and 
revised as appropriate for relevance and soundness of the plan going forward.  This is 
particularly important for longer term projects where several rotations of command or leadership 
are likely to occur and PDTs have adjusted processes to enhance project delivery. 

b. The respective HQUSACE Programs (PID, Program Management Office (PMO), etc.) 
representative will solicit and coordinate review of these plans with other HQUSACE offices as 
needed.  The HQUSACE representative will provide coordinated set of comments back to the 
MSC.  The comments shall be addressed or incorporated in the PgMP/PMP prior to approval and 
signature by the MSC’s SPE on the PMP acceptance sheet. This review will take place only at 
the initial designation as a Mega Project, and potentially during future Mega DCEs. 

7. High-Performing Project Delivery Team (PDT).  The executing District's Senior Leaders 
will assign a multi-disciplined PDT early in the project planning phase to be responsible and 
accountable for the project until completion.  The PDT will be approved by the SPE after they 
have established and validated minimum team member competencies, organizational structure, 
size, etc.  Selection of team members will be based on competencies established by the SPE and 
may require resourcing the PDT from outside the District or MSC.  Non-technical competencies 
will be recognized as equally important to technical competencies.  The identity, roles, and 
responsibilities of a Technical Lead / Lead Engineer (see ER 1110-2-1150, ER 1110-2-1156, and 
ECB 2018-15) will be described in the PMP irrespective of program (MP, CW, Host Nation, IIS, 
etc.).  Team building and partnering exercises will be initiated early and often in the project life 
cycle and these efforts will be documented in the annual updates to the PgMP/PMP (reference 
Mega Project Tenet #2, “Facilitated Partnering” above). 
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8. Use of Lessons Learned.  Best practices will be used to inform the development of future 
Mega Project PgMP/PMPs in particular, and to inform revisions to the USACE Project Delivery 
Business Process (PDBP).  Through coordination with HQUSACE and/or Centers of Expertise, 
Mega Project PDTs will conduct virtual reviews and/or site visits on recent projects with similar 
scope to discuss best practices and lessons learned with other USACE personnel.  At the time of 
this ECB update, Qualtrax has been identified as the enterprise Lessons Learned system. PDTs 
will populate this system periodically throughout the delivery of a Mega Project. USACE has a 
long history of Mega Project delivery, and therefore, PDTs may need to review Lessons Learned 
present in other formats such as After Action Reports, Dr. Checks, etc. 

9. Integrated Master Schedule (IMS), Cost Estimates, Risk Analyses, and Earned Value.  
USACE Mega Project PDTs must prepare and maintain an Integrated Master Schedule (IMS), 
Risk Registers, Cost and Schedule Risk Assessments (CSRA), and Earned Value Models 
throughout the life of the project.  The executing District must have trained and experienced 
personnel assigned to formulate and update these necessary tools.  These personnel must be on 
staff at the early stage of the project life cycle to prepare and status the IMS.   

a. The IMS will include planning, programming, procurement, design and construction 
phase activities, as well as any follow on “tails” for Operations and Maintenance or other 
activities. The IMS will be logic driven and will be updated with actual dates and remaining 
durations at least monthly.  The latest monthly summaries for the IMS and Earned Value models, 
along with the most critical Risk Register items will be provided as part of each Semi-Annual 
Update.  As project phases become more certain (e.g., contracts awarded, milestones missed/met, 
baselines adjusted, etc.), the IMS will provide a hierarchical “rolling window” focusing on 
details that are important and understandable such that participants within the three-tiered 
governance structure clearly understand resourcing needs and identification of decisions 
affecting the critical path.  The PgMP/PMP must describe how USACE and stakeholders will 
manage independent schedules together (e.g. stakeholder land acquisition, USACE Design and 
Construction contracts, IO&T, etc.). 

b. Reference ER 1105-2-100, ER 1110-2-1302 (to include the additional guidance in 
reference 1.k.) and ER 1110-3-1300 for cost and schedule estimate requirements.  Mega Project 
cost estimates and schedules will be integrated at either the project or program level, utilizing 
Earned Value principles. Earned Value Work Instructions are currently located here: 
https://cops.usace.army.mil/sites/PPM/tools/Plan/Forms/AllItems.aspx . USACE Earned Value 
models are to be “EV Lite;” there is no requirement to meet ANSI certification standards unless 
required elsewhere (e.g. Cost Contracts).  

c. Cost and Schedule Risk Analyses will be performed for all Mega Projects utilizing CSRA 
techniques as outlined in reference 1.k. and certified by the Cost MCX every two years. It is 
imperative that PDTs define project scope to the maximum extent practicable before budget 
development and submission such that cost baselines and CSRA outputs accurately document 
realistic budgets. 

10. Project Controls Team and Project Specific Metrics  

a.  Each Mega Project PDT will establish a specific Project Controls team at the project or 
program level.  This team will be staffed with experienced personnel responsible for managing 

https://cops.usace.army.mil/sites/PPM/tools/Plan/Forms/AllItems.aspx
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project and integrated master schedules, project and program budgets, and document and 
communication controls.  The team composition will change over time and will include staff 
with specialized expertise in project control functions including CSRA.  At least one member of 
this team will be a Government employee that is experienced in CSRA, cost estimating, and 
network scheduling. As a best practice, a district with multiple Mega Projects may find 
efficiencies in creating a project controls team that is responsible for these activities on all 
district Mega Projects.   

b. The SPE will set metrics for monitoring and evaluating performance of all phases of the 
Mega Project, and will ensure timely and accurate reporting by the Project Controls team.  Cost 
and schedule metrics should employ Earned Value principles and technical metrics will follow 
existing program requirements.  All project specific metrics, control bands, and R-Y-G stoplight 
ratings will be explained within the semi-annual Updates (‘notes’ section of PowerPoint).  
Existing District, MSC, and HQUSACE management and monitoring elements (RMB, RIT, PID, 
etc.) will retain their administrative and reporting responsibilities, but will participate in and be 
guided by the governance structure outlined in the Mega Project PgMP/ PMP. As previously 
noted, through the life of a project the MSC may be requested to track other metrics as needed. 

11. Deliberate Recruitment and Staffing of PDT Members 

a. A Mega Project may adversely impact any District’s manpower and personnel 
management when the project office is initially stood up and when it shuts down.  Standard 
Human Resources (HR) processes are not designed for standing up and closing down a large 
office in a timely and orderly fashion, so additional planning and incentives may be required to 
ensure that the most qualified PDT members from across the Command are recruited, selected, 
assigned, retained and/or returned to their home station.   

b. These processes should be like those used to deploy staff for contingency operations on 
long term Temporary Duty (TDY) or Temporary Change of Station (TCS), with return rights to 
their home Districts.  Participation and communication across the Command, including MSC and 
HQUSACE leaders, may be required to ensure that sufficient incentives are in place to attract 
and retain these individuals for the life of a Mega Project.  A Staffing Plan will be provided as 
part of the comprehensive PMP (see Paragraph 6 above) and demonstrate that the District has the 
required skill sets and available personnel to execute the work, or note when external candidates 
are needed for short term or enduring commitments.   

c. If the District or MSC anticipate the need to provide additional incentives (return rights, 
bonuses, special rates, etc.) to recruit PDT members, the procedures outlined in ER 690-1-1213 
should be followed. Please note that official designation as a Mega Project by an MSC does not 
replace the process for approvals within ER 690-1-1213.  

12. Certified and/or Accredited Project Managers and PDT Members.  The Project and/or 
Program Managers assigned to Mega Projects must have professional skills and certifications 
that demonstrate mastery of the tenets and management techniques described above.  These skills 
can be demonstrated by a range of project experience, industry credentialing, and through 
USACE career plans. Program and/or Project Managers for Mega Projects must demonstrate 
USACE Level 2 proficiency within the Project Manager and Program Manager Career 
Development Plan training standards. These individuals will also maintain a current Professional 
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Architecture, Engineering, or Geology license.  In addition to certification, the individual must 
have sufficient technical experience in the appropriate engineering and/or construction functions 
anticipated for the assigned Mega Project.  These minimum qualification levels will be 
demonstrated by certification, licensure, and experience as listed in the PMP and approved by the 
SPE.  Functional chiefs and key staff members on the project must likewise be identified and 
certified in accordance with existing regulations, the SPE’s requirements, and the PgMP/PMP. 
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ENCLOSURE 4: Semi-Annual Update Template 

Microsoft PowerPoint template cover page shown below. An editable version of this file is 
attached to this published ECB.  

[PROGRAM / PROJECT 
NAME]

Mega Project Semi-Annual Update

[Name]
[MSC] [Title]
[DD Month YYYY]
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	ENCLOSURE 4: Semi-Annual Update Template


ECB Enclosure

				[Project Name]						P2 Project Number:

		Complexity Dimensions		Project Profile & Attributes

				Traditional Project              Total Score ~ Under 25		Moderately Complex Project  Total Score 25 - 50		Highly Complex Project             Total Score 51 - 75		Highly Complex Program /       MegaProject                          Total Score Over 76		Project Complexity Score				56

		Rating Scale		1		2		3		4		Attribute Rating                       Please RATE each dimension (1, 2, 3, or 4)		Weight		If your Project Complexity Score is Above 50, your project may requirement management IAW ECB for Mega Projects.																																		Project attributes demonstrate characteristics of a TRADITIONAL Project with Moderate Complexity.		Project attributes demonstrate characteristics of a MEGA PROJECT.  IAW ECB 2014-20, this project may be added to the list of Mega projects and provided direction for added mgmt.

		Project Cost		<$100M		$100M - $299M		$300M - $500M		> $500M		1		1		1

		Funding		Reimbursable, authorized and appropriated funding, fully funded, one type of funds, one customer providing funds		Cost-shared, authorized and appropriated funding, not fully funded, one or more type of funds, one or more customers providing funds		Cost-shared, reimbursable, questionable authorization and appropriated funding, incrementally funded, several types of funds, several customers providing funds		Cost-shared, reimbursable, program reauthorization and appropriated funding, incrementally funded, several types of funds, several customers providing funds, escalating costs		2		4		8

		Project/Phase Duration		1 - 2 years		2 - 3 years		3 - 5 years		Multi-year (>5 years)		3		4		12

		Team Composition and Past Performance		PM: Competent and experienced;        Team: Internal, team has history;   Team Performance: Good;   Contracts:  Straightforward; FFP External/Contractor Performance:  Good		PM: Competent, little or no experienced;              Team: Internal & regional, team has history;                                                  Team Performance: Good performance on project delivery;                                Contracts:  Straightforward; FFP External/Contractor Performance:  Good		PM: Competent, little or no experience with complex projects; Team: Internal & regional, little or no team history; Performance: Good performance on project delivery;                              Contracts:  Complex; FFP, DB, and other types of construction contracts with greater risk to government. External/Contractor Performance:  Unknown and likely to have multiple contractors		PM: Competent, little or no experience with mega projects; must evaluate experience.                                    Team: complex team structure of varying competencies and performance records (e.g. in-house, contractor, virtual, outsourced, etc)                             Team Performance: Unknown, team has never worked together on project delivery.                                           Contracts:  Highly Complex; FFP, DB, and other types of construction contracts with greater risk to government.               External/Contractor Performance:  Unknown and likely to have multiple contractors		4		2		8

		Clarity of Problem, Opportunity, Solution		Objectives: Defined and clear; Opportunity/Solution: Easily understood;                                            Scope: Well defined, achievable, and within USACE core competencies Milestones:  Traditional methodologies are appropriate; Schedule: Fixed with minimal stakeholder impacts;                       Budget: Fixed with minimal customer changes		Objectives: Defined but somewhat unclear on methods of delivery; Opportunity/Solution: Partially understood;                                                    Scope: Achievable, and within USACE core competencies.                                   Milestones:  Traditional methodologies are appropriate with minimal changes/variations;                                Schedule: Fixed with moderate stakeholder impacts;                                 Budget: Fixed with moderate customer changes		Objectives: Defined, ambiguous; Opportunity/Solution: Ambiguous;                     Scope: Overly ambitious; similar past projects have required more.              Milestones:  Traditional methodologies are appropriate; however, stakeholder(s) milestones need to be embedded.                         Schedule: Fixed schedule; however, some external milestones may drive durations and overall project completion dates.                               Budget: Fixed; anticipate requesting additional funds for contingency.   Anticipate request for additional funding to account for likely unknowns.		Objectives: Defined, increasing ambiguity, methods of delivery are unclear.                    Opportunity/Solution: Partially understood;                                            Scope: Defined, achievable, and within USACE core competencies Milestones:  Traditional methodologies are appropriate; however, many stakeholder(s) milestones need to be embedded.  Schedule: Agressive; critical external milestones may adversely impact schedule.  Require skilled schedulers.                                             Budget: Fixed; however, we anticipate requesting a major increase in funding due to anticipated customer changes, outdated base costs of original estimate, etc		1		3		3

		Uniqueness		Project Deliverables:  Fully aligned with USACE missions; routine, standard project features		Project Deliverables:  Aligned with USACE missions; routine with minor customized project features		Project Deliverables:  Aligned with USACE missions; however, there are some customized project features.  Presents some technical difficulty.		Project Deliverables:  Although aligned with USACE missions; deliverables are complex (i.e. hospital/medical facilities), distinctive and exceptional project features, major technical challenges, etc.		2		2		4

		Requirements Volatility and Risk		Customer Support: Strong; Requirements: Understood, straight-forward, stable;                         Functionality: Straightforward		Customer Support: Good; Requirements: Fairly understood;  Functionality: Moderately complex		Customer Support: Good; Requirements: Poorly understood by stakeholder groups;               Functionality: Highly complex		Customer Support: Varies; Requirements: Fairly understood; however, there are uncertainties based on new regulations; still evolving; Functionality: Many complex "functions of functions"		3		3		9

		Strategic Importance, Political Implications, Stakeholders		Executive/Congressional Support:  Strong; National/International Visibility:  Low; Political Implications:  None or Low; Communications: Straight-forward; Stakeholder Management: Straight-forward		Executive/Congressional Support:  Adequate; National/International Visibility:  Moderate; Political Implications:  Minor/ moderate; Communications: Challenging; Stakeholder Management: 2-3 stakeholder groups		Executive/Congressional Support:  Inadequate; National/International Visibility:  High; Political Implications:  Major, impacts core mission; Communications: complex; Stakeholder Management: Multiple stakeholder groups with conflicting expectations; visibility at high levels of the organization		Executive/Congressional Support:  Unknown or Weak; National/International Visibility:  Extremely High; Political Implications:  Extremely High, impacts core mission of multiple programs, organizations, states and/or countries; success is critical for competitive or physical survival; Communications: Arduous; Stakeholder Management: Multiple organizations, states and/or countries, regulatory groups, high media attention		4		1		4

		Level of Change		Organizational Change: Impacts a single  business unit, mission, no change in organizational structure, no modifications to USACE standard business practices, USACE IT and automated information systems are adequate  Cultural Change:  None		Organizational Change: Impacts 2-3 business units/districts, 2-3 missions, no change in organizational structure, no modifications to USACE standard business practices, USACE IT and automated information systems are adequate Cultural Change: May enhance best practices		Organizational Change: Impacts the enterprise, spans functional organizations, or agencies, shifts or transforms many business processes including USACE IT systems Cultural Change: New processes and practices developed		Organizational Change: Impacts multiple organizations, states and/or countries; transformative new venture or discovery Cultural Change:  Ground-breaking processes and practices		1		1		1

		Risk, Dependencies, and External Constraints		Risk Level: Low;             Dependencies: One phase project or sequential project phases.          External Constraints: No external influences;                                   Integration: No integration issues.		Risk Level: Moderate; Dependencies:  No more than two project phases.  No more than two prime contractors on construction site.                                      External Constraints: Some external influences; Integration: Challenging integration issues; Potential Damages:  Acceptable exposure		Risk Level: High; External Constraints: Key objectives depend on external factors; Integration: Significant integration required; Potential Damages:  Significant exposure		Risk Level: Very High; External Constraints: Project success depends largely on multiple external organizations, states and/or countries, regulators; Integration: Unprecedented integration effort; Potential Damages:  Unacceptable exposure		2		3		6
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[Name] will typically be the MSC Senior Project Executive, SES – the responsible party for briefing the Directors of CW and/or MP. Please note that this template must be used at a minimum for USACE’s Mega Project briefings. The Senior Project Executive may add additional slides at their discretion. Teams are encouraged to develop slide decks that can be used interchangeably with stakeholders in other forums (e.g. Air Force SAG, SERG).
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Project/program specific briefing approach should be outlined in the PMP/PgMP for each mega project.

For multi-phase projects and programs, a rolling wave scheduling and EVMS approach may be required.  The briefing template should depict that rolling wave.

The MSC’s Senior Project Executive (SPE) is responsible for establishing project specific and objective metrics when enterprise standards do not apply. Metrics can (and should) change as project phases change. Metric control bands and R-Y-G ratings will be fully explained on the slides, or in the ‘notes’ section for each slide. 

Metrics and evaluation period(s) should be chosen to reflect the current briefing period/cycle, demonstrating trends and projecting estimates at completion (for both cost and time) using current/recent data. 

Contingency (cost and time) establishment, monitoring, consumption, and management should be addressed when briefing S Curve data.  

Project and program unique performance metrics (for example, amount of risk reduction for dam and levee safety projects) should be developed and briefed for each project/program.  

Additional instructions are included in the ‘notes’ section of the following slides.

Any text within [brackets] is to be edited.

Questions on how to communicate something for your project? Just ask!



**MSCs have the option of using other formats for briefing Semi-Annual Updates as long as all salient information in this template is communicated.**













Instructions





‹#›



Recommend using a BLUF / summary of needed decision if needed for a Quarterly Update.



MSCs/PDTs are encouraged to submit their Quarterly Updates in PowerPoint file format such that these ‘notes’ sections can be used to further explain data, metrics, etc. 
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Authorization: Note: include legislation(s) or approval document, authorized cost in legislation(s)/approval document, and current inflated cost (FY23 price level)



Purpose/Description:



Briefly Explain what this project was authorized to construct (project purpose) and the major features.





Schedule: Note: include original (at authorization) & current l operational date, and original & current project completion date. If operational date and/or project completion date has since last update, include prior dates and new dates.





Cost: Note: include current fully funded cost estimate, certification date, and design maturity associated with cost estimate.  If cost update is ongoing include scheduled completion date. If cost estimate has changed since last meeting, include significant change, reasons for change as well prior and new cost estimate. 

[PROJECT NAME] - Overview



Project Name



‹#›



[Narratives]



[program / project name] overview







‹#›



Example: Chickamauga Locks & Dam. This slide should have a project overview image / story board / rendering that communicates different contracts, phases, levels of completion, etc. For projects under construction, aerial photographs work well with color coded phases/contracts if needed. For projects in PED/Design, site images with proposed design features are acceptable. A brief narrative with project facts may work as well. In the event a story board or ‘placemat’ is not legible when scaled to the slide it may be submitted separately (recommended for first submission and updated annually).
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[program / project name] Schedule

Note: include schedule for remaining work phases to show work progression. At a minimum show all construction contracts award date and construction work (all phases) with start and end dates thru project completion.



SAMPLE









Funded Work

Unfunded Work, includes contract, contingency, and labor

Bars represent period of performance for work described.

WE ARE HERE



U/S Wide Wall Monoliths – Phase 3 Opt 1A

Chamber Wall Monoliths – Phase 3 Opt 1B

New Pump Well Completion – Phase 3 Opt 2

Lock Operational – Phase 3 Opt 3

Downstream Work – Phase 3 Opt 4

D/S Ship Arrestor – Phase 3 Opt 6

Hands Free Mooring – Phase 3 Opt 5

Remaining Labor 



New Third Lock – Phase 3 Base

Upper Approach Wall – Phase 2 Base

Upper Channel Deepening– Phase 1 Base

Upper Approach Wall – Phase 2 Options

FY20

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

FY25

FY26

FY27

FY28

FY29

FY30





‹#›



Example: Chickamauga Locks & Dam. This slide should have a project overview image / story board / rendering that communicates different contracts, phases, levels of completion, etc. For projects under construction, aerial photographs work well with color coded phases/contracts if needed. For projects in PED/Design, site images with proposed design features are acceptable. A brief narrative with project facts may work as well. In the event a story board or ‘placemat’ is not legible when scaled to the slide it may be submitted separately (recommended for first submission and updated annually).
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Progress photos

1.  Upper Pier Build-out (Nos. 1-6)   2. Dredging Boat Harbor   3.  Deploying Diver 

4. TG-1 installation  5. NP-2 Placement   6. NP-2 Tremie Placement 















3

5

2

6

1

4
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Example: Olmsted Locks & Dam. Use as few/many project photos for this slide. A brief caption / title is helpful, and of course can be further explained here in the notes section.
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Time & Cost scorecard

Budget Metric

Schedule Metric

























































Planned (BCWS):	$[XXX]M

Earned (BCWP):	$[XXX]M

Actual (ACWP):	$[XXX]M



[Narrative and/or table]





Target: [Insert metric / control bands info here]

		Completion		Baseline		Current

		Contract A		16 Jun 1775		17 Aug 2018 (A)

		Contract B		04 Jul 1776		28 Nov 2018 (A)

		Deliverable 1		11 Nov 1919		30 Apr 2017



[Narrative if needed]



Target: [Insert metric / control bands info here]

Budget Metric

Baseline:		$[XXX]M

EAC:		$[XXX]M

[Auth or PA]:	$[XXX]M



[Narrative if needed]



Target: [Insert metric / control bands info here]

Milestone status for next X months

		Activity		Baseline		Current

		Activity 1		16 Jun 1775		17 Aug 2018 (A)

		Activity 2		04 Jul 1776		28 Nov 2018 (A)

		Milestone Z		11 Nov 1919		30 Apr 2017



[Narrative if needed]



Target: [Insert metric / control bands info here]





‹#›



Budget Metric: This metric and control bands will be program and project specific for the current period. A tabular and narrative explanation  should be included here, and may be graphically depicted on separate bar charts and/or cumulative curves.

 

Time Metric: This metric represents planned, current, and revised completion dates, based on the current period and latest available information. Control bands should be based on assigned contingency and management reserve values as depicted on the project S-Curve.

 

Estimated Cost at Completion: This metric should be based on and tied to current update of the S-Curve. The formula for determining EAC should be clearly stated and demonstrated (schedule, cost or composite). Control bands should be based on assigned contingency and management reserve values, as depicted on the S-Curve slide. Include the date of the CWE that is used to develop the EAC, and date of last certified estimate (if applicable).

 

Milestones: This metric should represent major milestones anticipated in a 6 month planning window. The planned and current status of each milestone, and the criticality of the path on which that milestone resides should be represented in a tabular fashion. These can also be graphically depicted on separate Gantt charts added to an additional slide if R-Y-G tracking is desired for separate activities, or additional space is needed to depict relationship between milestones. Control bands should be based on available float values and/or project specific values.
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Design & Construction Management Scorecard

Acquisition

Quality of Design

























































[Narrative and/or table]













Target: [Insert metric / control bands info here]

Quality of Construction

Safety

[Narrative and/or table]













Target: [Insert metric / control bands info here]

[Narrative and/or table]













Target: [Insert metric / control bands info here]









‹#›



Acquisition: Acquisition plan status and necessary approvals / action items. This metric and control bands will be program / project specific. These should capture, in tabular or % and narrative fashion, critical program / project specific acquisitions. Solicitation & post-award activities, protests, significant changes, REAs, claims and disputes should be identified here. All items should indicate affected milestones in the IMS.

 

Quality of Design: Objective, project specific metrics for Quality of Design must be created/approved by the Senior Project Executive. Additional items to be communicated here include: results of PDRI (output of designs evaluated against design schedule / required quality); adequacy and implementation of Quality Management Plans for design activities; evaluation of earned value of design; Lead Engineer / Technical Lead involvement; upcoming risk areas being designed. Communicate status and impacts (if any) of design criteria changes. For Design-Bid-Build or similar type of acquisition, evaluate DDC expenditures, design re-work, and performance of Designer of Record (AE or in-house) support during construction. Other examples of objective metrics include errors/omissions tracking, % of RFIs leading to changes (engineering or other), AE liability impacts, etc.

 

Quality of Construction: Objective, project specific metrics for Quality of Construction must be created/approved by the Senior Project Executive. These metrics should demonstrate Quality Management efforts for construction activities and the level(s) of quality being achieved in constructed products / facilities. The metrics should reflect performance of USACE QA and Contractor QC performance. Examples may include number and age of deficiencies noted, measures of cost or impact of these defects, Contractor submittal quality (% of C/E codes), variances from contract documents (as submitted or as built), and S&A rates.

 

Safety: Communicate performance of the Government and/or Contractor’s Safety and Accident Prevention Program(s). Identify upcoming highest areas of risk during construction.  As a minimum, report USACE standard safety metrics (DART) against USACE tolerance levels. 
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Project s-curve

[Narrative]





‹#›



Contingency bands should be determined from formal Cost and Schedule Risk Assessments and regularly updated according to the specific program requirements.  Management Reserve value for Cost is the remaining amount between the CSRA calculated Total Project Cost and the administrative (for Civil Works , the “902” limit , for MILCON the Programmed Amount) limit for the project. Time contingency will be based on the current CSRA – time management reserve will be set based on suggestion of the SPE, reviewed by HQ, and incorporated into the PMP. 



Earned Value Work Instructions are currently located here: https://cops.usace.army.mil/sites/PPM/tools/Plan/Forms/AllItems.aspx



The example provided in this slide was automated out of the CEFMS/EDW Earned Value universe, “EVM Curve” report. Some manual clipping of report outputs will be needed for creation of this slide.



Other examples are posted to the Quarterly Update SharePoint site noted in the ECB.
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Project Decisions

Project Decisions Made

[Item 1…]

[Item 2…]

[Item 3…]



Upcoming Project Decisions 

[Item 1…]

[Item 2…]

[Item 3…]



Outstanding Technical Questions

[Item 1…]

[Item 2…]

[Item 3…]









‹#›



Decisions should be tied to project milestones in the IMS. The intent of this slide is to communicate key items being discussed within the three tiered governance structure, to include planning, design, acquisition and construction. 



Project Decisions Made: This section may include items such as directions given to Contractors, agreements reached that were elevated in the dispute resolution matrix, and internal PDT decisions on acquisition, etc.



Upcoming Project Decisions: Expand upon PDT decisions or approvals that were identified in the previous milestones quadrant. 



Technical Decisions: This section should identify key technical decisions related to planning studies, resolution of criteria conflicts (i.e. work for others), or acceptance / rejection of Contractor work.
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Current Critical Issues

[Critical Issue A]

[Critical Issue B]

[Critical Issue C] 



Actions needed from HQUSACE

[Item 1…]

[Item 2…]

[Item 3…]



[DD Month YYYY] Mega DCE Report Action Items

[Item 1…]

[Item 2…]

[Item 3…]









‹#›



As noted in the ECB, the Senior Project Executive must communicate status on items identified in recent Mega DCE Reports. This slide should also communicate other critical issues that are ongoing.



The Ball-in-court at HQ section is the opportunity to note if the PDT needs support from any of the HQ offices, Directors, or General Officers. Examples include coordination with other DoD offices, HQUSACE approvals, and support for Congressional inquiries.
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Risk Management

[Risk #1]

[Description]

[Risk decision / ongoing action]

[Risk #2]

[Description]

[Risk decision / ongoing action]

…



[Joint Risk Register Item X]

[Description]

[Joint mitigation efforts]

…











‹#›



The Risk Register should be regularly updated, and tied to the CSRA and milestones in the IMS. Results of the CSRA are summarized in sensitivity charts for cost and schedule that identify the risks with most likelihood and severity of impact. These should be annotated here and regularly updated.



Once a Construction contract has been awarded, the PDT should include the top two or three line items from the contract’s Joint Risk Register as well.
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Summary of team partnering assessment

Provide summary roll up (graphic or other) showing the averages / results / trends of most recent Team Partnering Assessment.



[Narrative and/or schedule of upcoming Partnering events]

		Category		TEAM PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK CRITERIA		Rating

		Project Delivery Mindset		Puts successful delivery of the mission first, addressing the requirements of the mission before the goals and requirements of any one organization.		 

		Project Delivery Mindset		Continually assesses and adjusts performance as needed to ensure successful project delivery outcomes.		 

		Communication		Communicates in a respectful, professional, and productive manner		 

		Communication		Adheres to proper communication protocols		 

		Communication		Displays and promotes behaviors that foster trust (honesty, transparency, and integrity, active listening, and seeking to understand)		 

		Communication		Listens actively and Seeks to under		 

		Teamwork		PDT members are accountable, taking full ownership, honoring commitments		 

		Teamwork		Leadership is accessible, accountable, proactive, and supportive.		 

		Teamwork		Works to creatively solve issues in a timely fashion at the lowest appropriate level and elevating per the issue resolution hierarchy when necessary		 

		Quality Management		Implements and/or supports an effective overall quality management program aimed at minimizing issues or re-work while meeting contractual requirements		 

		Quality Management		Supports the design, planning, and execution of an effective commissioning program through early integration		 

		Schedule Management		Collectively works to address potential slippages and mitigate/avoid negative impacts		 

		Schedule Management		Establishes and meets agreed-upon milestones required to successfully deliver the project.		 

		Change Management		Looks ahead and engages in early coordination of issues that may require a change or merit determination to understand the scope and criticality and minimize impacts		 

		Change Management		Openly communicates and facilitates resolution of differences during the negotiations phase of changes.		 

		Change Management		Supports the change management process and collective project goals for changes		 

		Written Feedback		What is 1 Success- Something working well within the team?   Please do not identify specific personnel or issues but an aspect of the partnering relationship.		

		 		Answer:		

		Written Feedback		What is 1 area that could be could be “adjusted” within the team? Please do not identify specific personnel or issues but an aspect of the partnering relationship.
 		

		 		Answer:		







‹#›



Mega Projects ECB enclosure #4 is the template for conducting Team Partnering Assessments. The intent of this slide is to communicate the results of those surveys and as such the format may be adjusted from the above. In many cases, Partnering Facilitators distribute summaries after these assessments take place and those deliverables can be shared in these slides.
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Summary of Performance goals

Provide summary roll up (graphic or other) showing the averages / results / trends of most recent update to the Project Goals Tool.



[Narrative explaining trends, actions, etc.]

		Collective Performance Goals Tool										

		Resident Office		 								

		Contract Number		 								

		Contract Name		 								

		INSTRUCTIONS: At minimum, the Government and Contractor shall meet at the project initiation (or pilot initiation for projects under) and establish the agreed upon goals.  It is preferred that the entire PDT participate in the setting to achieve maximum buy-in to the process. 
At least quarterly, teams shall review their performance against their goals identifying potential actions to be taken when the goal is not being achieved and actions necessary to sustain performance meeting or exceeding the goal.										

		Collective Performance Goal				Action By		Goal		Review 1		Review 2

		Submittals										

		Review time for Government review required submittals (days)				Government		 		 		 

		Percentage of resubmittals				Contractor		 		 		 

		Time from return to resubmission (days)				Contractor		 		 		 

		Communications (days)										

		RFI response time 				Government		 		 		 

		Time from RFI Submission to impacted activity start				Contractor		 		 		 

		Time to respond to correspondence requiring an answer 				Both		 		 		 

		Time to resolve issues identified in correspondence 				Both		 		 		 

		Changes (days)										

		Time from RFP to valid proposal received 				Contractor		 		 		 

		Time to settle modifications after proposal received				Both		 		 		 

		Time from settlement to modification executed				Government		 		 		 







‹#›



Mega Projects ECB enclosure #4 is the template for implementation of the Performance Goals Tool. The intent of this slide is to communicate the results of those metrics and as such the format may be adjusted from the above. 



PDTs are encouraged to include additional metrics and/or Key Performance Indicators with this information.



This slide can be excluded from a Quarterly Update if there are no active construction contracts.
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DISCUSSION



‹#›



‹#›
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Microsoft_Excel_Worksheet.xlsx

Sheet1


			Contract			Hours/Rate			FY 13			FY 17			FY 18			FY 19


			Phase I			Hours:						23,000			110,000			30,000


						# DART:						0			0			1


						Rate:			ERROR:#DIV/0!			0.00			0.00			6.67











			Phase II			Hours:						100,000			225,000			68,000


						# DART:						0			0			1


			…			Rate:			ERROR:#DIV/0!			0.00			0.00			2.94
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ContractHours/RateFY 17FY 18FY 19


Phase IHours:23,000110,00030,000


# DART:001


Rate:0.000.006.67


Phase IIHours:100,000225,00068,000


# DART:001


…Rate:0.000.002.94
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